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Description Stock #372921 - 2021 Arctic Wolf 287BH Fifth Wheel. Sleeps 8-10, queen bed,
sofa sleeper, dinette sleeper and bunk beds! Outdoor kitchen with grill and
refrigerator!Introducing the 2021 Arctic Wolf 287BH - a floorplan designed for
families seeking adventure and comfort. With a separate double bunk room and a
spacious living area, this fifth wheel invites the whole family to join in the
fun.Whether you're enjoying the plush sleeper sofa, converting the large U-Dinette
into extra sleeping space, or relaxing by the electric fireplace, this RV is your home
away from home.With plenty of space for 8-10 overnight guests, this Arctic Wolf
series is great for the whole family and friends. The forward master suite has a
queen bed with access to the main bathroom. In the rear are spacious bunk beds,
and in the living area, there is a dinette sleeper and sofa sleeper. Enjoying the
outside is easy with the 20-foot awning over the patio, which includes a built-in
outdoor kitchen with a refrigerator, freezer, sink, and two-burner grill. The 2021
Arctic Wolf is a spacious and versatile Fifth Wheel ready for its next adventure.We
are looking for people all over the country who share our love for boats/RVs. If
you have a passion for our product and like the idea of working from home,
please visit Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot] com to learn more.Please submit any
and ALL offers - your offer may be accepted! Submit your offer today!Reason for
selling is no longer using..You have questions? We have answers. Call us at (941)
200-1030 to discuss this RV.Selling your RV has never been easier. At Pop RVs,
we literally sell thousands of units every year all over the country. Call (855) 273-
7188 and we'll get started selling your RV today.

Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 372921
VIN Number: rvusa-372921
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 28

Item address 95350, Modesto, California, United States
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2021 Fifth Wheel Cherokee Arctic Wolf $42,250
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2021 Fifth Wheel Cherokee Arctic Wolf $42,250


